
Reading comprehension  
Read the following passage then answer the questions:- 

Last summer holiday Haya went to France. She went with her dad, 
mum, and her young sister Farah. The family stayed in a big hotel in 
Paris. Haya and Farah enjoyed skating in France, but they felt cold 
because the weather was freezing there. They visited Disney land 
and enjoyed playing there ,It was an amazing Experience.They also 
went shopping with their mum and dad. Haya bought beautiful 
presents for her friends. Haya and her family stayed in France for 8 
days, and then they returned to their country Kuwait. They spent a 
wonderful holiday and they were happy. 

Choose the correct answer:- 
1- The best title for the passage is .......................... 
a) A wonderful holiday                           b) My country 
c) The weather in France                  d) Disney land Paris  

2- The opposite of the word (freezing )in line four 
is ................. 
 a) snowy     b) hot       c) very cold            d) cloudy 

3- The underlined word(she) in the first line refers to..... 
 a) Sara     b) mum     c)  dad       d) Farah  

4- The family stayed in France for ......... days. 
 a) eight     b) seven      c) ten       d) five 

Answer the following questions: 
1- Where did Haya stay in France ? 
............................................................................. 
3- Why do you think visiting Disney land is an amazing experience ? 
............................................................................. 
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Reading comprehension 
* Read the following passage and answer the questions below: 

          Lions are wild animals and they come from Africa. They live with 

elephants, giraffes and monkeys in the jungle. They are one of the 

largest animals. Lions are often referred to as the “Kings of the jungle”. 

They can live more than 15 years in the wild. In Kuwait we don’t have 

jungles, but we can see lions at Kuwait Zoo. Lions are beautiful and very 

strong, they can run very fast. Lions have sharp teeth and they eat 

meat. Their colour is usually light brown. Lions are active at night, they 

are very dangerous. All animals are frightened when they hear lion's 

roar. 

A- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  
1. The best title for the passage is ……………………………………… 

a- King of the jungle    b- Elephants are big 
c- Jungles are beautiful    d- Animals in Kuwait 

2- The underlined word "They" in line 2 refers to ……………………………………… 
a- Monkeys      b- Giraffes  
c- elephants          d- Lions  

3- The underlined word  fast in line 6 is the opposite of ………………………… 
a- slow      b- feel 
c- heavy           d- sad 

4- lions can live more than……………………years in the wild. 
a- sixteen      b- fifteen 
c- five                 d- ten 
B- Answer the following questions: 
1- Where do elephants lives? 
....................................... 
2- Why do you think lions are dangerous? 
...................................... 
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4- The meaning of the word (sick) in line 4 is .... 
a- slim      b- mad 
c- fat           d- ill  
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Reading comprehension 
* Read the following email and answer the questions below: 

A- Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  

1. The best subject for the email is ……………………………………… 
a- A holiday in Canada          b- All about Canada  
c- People in Canada      d- Snow storms 

2- The underlined word "It" in line 3 refers to ……………………………………… 
a- Haya      b- Helena  
c- Canada          d- winter  

3- The underlined word  safe  in line 6 is the opposite of ………………………… 
a- slow      b- amazing 
c- heavy           d- dangerous 

4- The capital of Canada is ...................... 
a- Ottaw                  b- Ontario 
c- Alberta                 d- Saskatchewan  
B- Answer the following questions: 
1- How long is the Canadian winter? 
....................................... 
2- Why do you think Helena wrote this email to Haya ? 
...................................... 

haya@gmail.com 
Helena@ gmail.com 

Dear, Haya

         I’m so excited that you are going to visit Canada next 
month. I want to tell you some informations about my country, 
Canada. It is a big country. The capital of Canada is Ottaw. Winter 
in Canada is very cold, it’s about six months. It snows all the time. 
The snow makes everything white. Sometimes the snow is not 
safe because the roads become icy and this makes driving very 
dangerous. People in Canada don’t like to stay in their houses. 
They like to go skiing in the mountains. Canada is a beautiful 
country. We will have a great time.

Can’t wait to see you.

                                                                   Yours, Helena 
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